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The properties of space charge (homocharge) and dipoles (heterocharge) in various electrets have been in the focus of interest since the investigations of B. Gross on carnauba wax. In this article we present a review on the role and the interaction of charges and dipoles in the polymeric electret polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF). It covers the importance of charge injection for the orientation of the dipoles at low fields as well as the role of charge trapping for the stabilization of the polarization. Investigations of the thermal stability of the polarization and the charge balance are leading to a detailed analysis of the depth and localization of the charge traps. Furthermore, it was possible to identify the space charge as ions created electrochemically during the poling process.

I Introduction

Pioneering work in electret research in the years between 1940 and 1960 especially by Bernhard Gross [1,2] has been comprehensively summarized in his review articles [3,4]. These investigations, predominantly carried out with carnauba wax, led to the confirmation and better knowledge of the so called “two charge model” of electrets. This model explains the observation that the polarization charges at the surfaces of an electret can either be of the same or of the opposite polarity as the previously applied electric field by the existence of two independent types of charge, the so called homocharge and heterocharge respectively. While the homocharge could be assigned to real charges injected from the sample surfaces, the heterocharge which fills the whole bulk of the samples could be identified with the formation or orientation of dipoles or the extraction of opposite excess charge [2,5,6,7].

After the discovery of the strong piezoelectric effect induced by applying high electric fields to the polymer electret polyvinylidenefluoride (PVDF) [8] a long lasting controversy on the role of charges and dipoles in this material began [9]. Because many publications are available on the basic properties [10, 11] and the various applications [11,12] of PVDF we will concentrate on the facts which are important for the understanding of the underlying physical processes.

PVDF is a semicrystalline polymer consisting of linear chains with the sequence (CH$_2$ – CF$_2$)$_n$ as shown in Fig. 1. By stretching the polymer the approx. 50% crystalline phase can be converted predominantly from the thermodynamically stable α-phase into the β-phase in which the polymer chains exhibit the zigzag-conformation shown in Fig.1 and are ordered in a quasi-hexagonal lattice. The electronegativity difference of the fluorine and hydrogen substituents located at opposite sides of the polymer chain results in a large dipole moment perpendicular to the chain direction. In a virgin PVDF sample these dipoles are aligned in randomly oriented domains. After the application of a high electric field in the order of 100 MV/m to a PVDF film which is also denominated as poling, the sample exhibits piezoelectric properties. This can be attributed to the permanent orientation of the dipoles in the crystalline β-phase as indicated by infrared spectroscopy [13] and x-ray [14] measurements. The importance of the dipole orientation for the formation of polarization
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and piezoelectricity in PVDF was recognized immediately [15]. On the other hand, the role of the charges in this context was more difficult to elucidate, although the necessity of charge injection was also realized early [16]. Materials similar to PVDF, but with faster polarization dynamics and therefore better suited for certain measurements are the copolymers of vinylidene-fluoride and trifluorotriethylene (PVDF-TrFE) which were also used in some of our experiments. The following report concentrates on the results mainly obtained in our institute during the last 15 years.

II Experimental

The key for the understanding of the charge and polarization properties in polymer films is the measurement of the their spatial distribution after and preferentially also during the poling process. For this purpose, different techniques were developed around 1980 which are reviewed in [17]. Here we describe the so called PPS (piezoelectrically generated pressure step wave) method [18]. As shown in Fig. 2 a pressure step generated by a quartz crystal propagates into the polymer film. The resulting signal detected with a wide band oscilloscope is directly proportional to the polarization plus the integral over the charge density. By a modification of the setup shown in Fig. 2 it is even possible to study the evolution of the polarization during the poling process, i.e. in-situ. Here the PVDF sample is covered with a thin PET film which carries the poling electrode.

III Results and Discussion

III.1 Charge injection during poling

Whereas in charging carnauba wax heterocharge dominates homocharge [5], the poling process in PVDF in general is accompanied by charge injection. Charge injection is particularly strong during poling at field strengths below approx. 100 MV/m as was measured by the in-situ-PPS method [19]. Fig. 3a shows the polarization development during the poling of a 50 µm thick β-PVDF film at 40 MV/m. Immediately after field application a rectangular signal over the full sample thickness is observed indicating a homogeneous dipole orientation and compensation charges located at the sample surfaces. After a few minutes the shape of the polarization profile rounds due to charge injection. After 30 min the charges are accumulating left and right at the boundaries of a central polarization zone. This distribution becomes stable after 75 min, i.e. it remains unchanged even after longer poling times. This indicates the injected charges do not traverse the entire sample but are trapped at the boundaries of the polarized region. At a field strength of 80 MV/m, see Fig. 3b, almost the same behaviour is found but the polarized region extends more close to the film surface still with a polarization free boundary zone left. In this case the charges are trapped earlier after injection. After
zero voltage at the sample, see Fig. 4, the dipole orientation relaxes resulting in the release of homocharges as excess charge between sample surface and polarization zone which slowly decays within some 100 s. For comparison, the PPS signal during poling polyvinylchloride (PVC) is shown in Fig. 5 [7]. In this case no charge injection takes place, but after approx. 3 hours charge extraction from the bulk towards the surfaces can be observed in the form of heterocharge as indicated by the increasing PPS signal near the sample boundaries.

Figure 3. Development of inhomogeneous polarization profiles during poling of PVDF with low field strengths [19]: a) \( E = 40 \text{MV/m} \); b) \( E = 80 \text{MV/m} \).

Figure 4. Development of PPS signal after short-circuit of the electrodes: excess charge exists near the inner sample boundaries [21].

Figure 5. Polarization development during the application of an electric field of 50 MV/m to an 80 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick PVC film at 75°C [7]. After approx. 1h the polarization near the boundaries of the sample increases indicating charge extraction from the bulk of the PVC.

Injected charges are also important for the polarization behaviour during poling of prepolarized PVDF films with fields in opposite direction [20, 21]. Fig. 6 shows the polarization distribution observed in an 38 \( \mu \text{m} \) thick PVDF film prepoled 330s at 180 MV/m dur-
ing poling with $-60 \text{ MV/m}$ for 20000s [21]. While the polarization near the film boundaries does not change its direction, polarization inversion is observed in the center of the sample. It is important to notice that this inversion is possible even though the reverse field is well below the coercive field and the prepoling field. Without charge injection and charge trapping at the polarization zone boundaries a homogenous polarization decay should have been expected.

Not only the polarization development during poling, but also the polarization stability is affected strongly by the injected charges [22]. Fig. 7 compares the dielectric displacement during poling and the remanent polarization measured afterwards of two differently contacted P(VDF-TrFE) samples at identical field strengths. One sample was directly contacted with evaporated metal electrodes, at the other sample the field was applied via blocking electrodes made of polyethyleneterephthalate (PET). Since PET is a very good insulator, charge injection in the P(VDF-TrFE) was prevented in the latter case. As shown in Fig. 7a the dielectric displacement during poling is the same for both samples indicating equal field strengths. But after removing the external field the polarization in the sample with blocking electrodes decays much more rapidly resulting in nearly zero remanent polarization (Fig.7b). This shows that injected charges are somehow needed for the stabilization of the polarization in PVDF and its copolymers.
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**Figure 6.** Formation a trimorph structure after poling pre-polarized PVDF-films with an opposite field [21].

![Figure 7](image7.png)

**Figure 7.** Top: Dielectric displacement measured during poling with and without blocking electrodes. Bottom: Polarization distributions after poling with and without blocking electrode [22].

### III.2 Dipole (and charge) dynamics

Additional information about the charge-dipole interaction can be revealed if the polarization and depolarization dynamics are studied. Similar to the experiments of Gross in carnauba wax [1, 5] where the heterocharge showed faster decay than the homocharge, our measurements show that the dipoles are reaching their equilibrium faster than the charges in PVDF.

As described above, the charges injected during the poling process must be trapped somehow at the boundaries...
of the polarized region and thus play an important role for the polarization stabilization. In this case a time delay between immediate dipole orientation and polarization stabilization can be expected because of the limited charge injection at the electrodes. In contrast to this a polarization stabilization by a pure dipole-dipole interaction should result in immediate correspondence of momentary and permanent polarization. But in fact a significant time delay has been observed in short time polarization experiments with unpolarized and prepolarized PVDF [23] and P(VDF-TrFE) [24] film material. In the prepolarized material polarization reversal has been studied. As an example, Fig. 8 shows the results obtained by poling unpolarized P(VDF-TrFE) films at different field strengths. While at $10^{-5}$ s a clearly significant dipole orientation is achieved at least at the higher fields, no permanent polarization can be observed. After longer poling times, permanent polarization remains after switching off the field, but is always delayed with respect to the dielectric displacement by a time factor of 2 to 3. A similar behaviour has been observed in switching experiments [24] and also for pure PVDF [23].

![Figure 8](image.jpg)

Figure 8. Time development of the displacement (top) and the remanent polarization (bottom) dependent on the applied HV pulse length. Previously unpole films of P(VDF-TrFE) 75/25 copolymer poled at different field strengths [23].
Charge-dipole interaction affects not only the temporal polarization behaviour during poling but also during thermal depolarization with short heat pulses [25]. By some improvements of the PPS apparatus it was possible to apply heat pulses with a temperature difference of about 20°C within approx. 10 ms to our samples and to measure the resulting polarization with a repetition rate of approx. 400 s⁻¹. Fig. 9 shows the polarization response to such a short heat pulse. The polarization follows the temperature without delay as to be expected for a pyroelectric material, but with a much higher amplitude as could be calculated from the pyroelectric coefficient of PVDF. This anomalous behaviour is called the short-time-pyroelectricity of PVDF. It can be understood if during such a heat pulse the dipoles lose their orientation but the charges trapped at the boundaries of the previously polarized crystallites are not able to leave their positions in the short time available. Then the dipoles can be realigned in the field of the remaining charges. Realignment of dipoles in the field of trapped charges is also the reason for the anomalous recovery of polarization after cooling down PVDF films which had been thermally depolarized near the melting point [26].

Our measurements described above show the necessity of charge injection for polarization stabilization and the alignment of the injected charges at the polarized region. This leads to the conclusion [18], that the polarization stability in PVDF is mediated by the trapping of injected charges in coulomb traps at the boundaries of the polarized crystallites. This charge trapping is illustrated in Fig. 10 for the two possible cases of pure polarization compensation and complete neutralization. For pure compensation, trapped charges are located at the crystallites near the sample boundaries requiring significantly less charges than for a complete neutralization where each individual crystallite even in the bulk of the sample is locally compensated.

III.3 The charge trapping model

It is obvious that for the stabilization of a permanent and macroscopic dipole orientation in PVDF a specific mechanism is required as for hard ferromagnetism. In the case of magnets the dipole-dipole interaction plays an important role along with a strong crystal field anisotropy, domain wall pinning and a high activation energy for thermal domain wall creation. In the case of electrets an additional stabilization mechanism is possible by trapping of real charges at the surfaces of the polarized crystallites. These charges not only compensate the dipoles reducing their external stray field but also charges and oriented dipoles are mutually attracted by electrostatic forces.

We were also able to simulate the polarization stabilization by charge trapping with a simple mechano-magnetic model as shown in Fig. 11 [27]. As expected for PVDF the pure dipole-dipole interaction is not sufficient for the stabilization of a homogeneous dipole orientation (top subfigure) whereas “trapped charges at
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1 For ions as charge carriers as implied by some later discussed experiments, not only electrostatic attraction but also an at least partly chemical bonding is possible.
crystallite surfaces” stabilize the polarization (bottom subfigure).

**Figure 11.** Illustration of polarization stabilization by charge trapping with a magneto-mechanical model. The charges and dipoles are simulated by small magnets appropriately mounted on plastic floating on an air cushion. The “dipoles” are formed resembling the PVDF chain dipoles and can rotate around a fixed center whereas the “charges” can move freely. Top: Without “charges” the “dipoles” are randomly oriented. Bottom: With “charges” present at the boundaries the “dipoles” are all aligned along one direction.

### III.4 Depth and localization of the charge traps

Although it is quite clear from the above stated results, that injected charges trapped at the boundaries of the polarized crystallites play a crucial role for the polarization stabilization in PVDF, the microscopic nature of the charge traps is yet beyond our knowledge. Two steps towards this goal are the investigation of the depth of the traps, i.e. the binding energies of the charges and of their spatial distribution depending on the poling conditions [28].

Binding energies can be examined by thermally stimulated discharge or depolarization measurements [11]. For the analysis of the broad energy distributions present in PVDF it was however necessary to develop a special mathematical technique [29]. The result of thermal depolarization measurements evaluated this way shows Fig. 12 [28]. It is clearly visible, that PVDF films poled at low field strengths exhibit one maximum in the energy distribution around 1.7eV whereas in films poled at high fields the typical binding energy is 2.3eV. Samples poled at intermediate fields show a mixture of both cases. These binding energy values agree well with the observed high long-time-stability of the polarization.

**Figure 12.** Binding energies of the charge traps in PVDF films poled at different field strengths [28].

A distinction between the global compensation and the local neutralization of the polarization is possible by evaluating the charge flow during poling. For a pure compensation, the charge density equals the polarization, i.e. \( Q = P \cdot A \) with \( Q \) =integral of the charging current, \( P = \) net polarization and \( A = \) sample area. In
contrast to this, for complete neutralization, i.e. compensation of each individual crystallite, the amount of necessary charge is much higher. Fig. 13 [28] shows that for PVDF poled at high fields the condition for pure compensation $Q = P - A$ is almost fulfilled, whereas at lower fields significantly more charge is injected during poling implying at least partial neutralization.
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Figure 13. Neutralization or compensation? Charge balance for PVDF films poled at different field strengths (c: $E=180\text{MV/m}$, $\Delta$: $E=100\text{MV/m}$ and $\square$: $E=80\text{MV/m}$) [28].

These measurements show that the poling conditions have strong influence on the formation of the charge traps. At high fields the dipole orientation is completed before a significant amount of charge is injected which results in trapping near the sample surface with high binding energies. In this case the dipoles in the center of the sample are not locally neutralized by trapped charges and should therefore be easier to depolarize. This indeed has been observed in different experiments. For example, after reverse poling a prepolarized PVDF film, see Fig. 6, the polarization is inverted in the sample center. Also if a prepolarized PVDF film is immersed in a polar solvent like acetone, the polarization decreases stronger in the sample center [30]. At low poling field strengths a local field enhancement by charge penetration into the bulk of the material is necessary in order to reach the coercive field needed for dipole orientation. This results in strong charge injection and in trapping at lower binding energies at possibly less complete oriented dipoles.

### Ionic nature of the injected charges

Another question is whether the charges in PVDF are electrons or ions, and if the latter, which type of ions. Generally, both types of carriers can be found in polymers [31]. The decrease of electrical conductivity with increasing hydrostatic pressure [31, 32] indicates that in PVDF ionic conduction is present. Ions can also be stronger bound in coulomb traps than electrons. The blocking experiments show that the ionic charges have to be created at the electrodes during the application of the poling field. A final test for ion generation and conduction should however also yield information about the polarity and type of ions as well as on the trapping process.

![Figure 14](image2)

Figure 14. Hydrogen fluoride (HF) gas emission during poling a 25 $\mu$m thick PVDF film covered with a porous gold electrode with a voltage of up to 2.5 kV [38, 37]. The voltage is increased first linearly up to its maximum value, then held constant and finally switched to zero. In the first two stages the gas emission follows the poling voltage. Additionally, immediately after shortening more gas is emitted during the so-called “zero field emission”.

If ions are created during poling, the formation of other, possibly gaseous, products in secondary reactions has to be expected. It was verified by poling PVDF with a porous, chemically inert gold electrode and measuring the amount and type of emitted gas with a mass spectrometer [33, 28], that during poling of PVDF hydrogen fluoride (HF) and other gas molecules are created. As shown in Fig. 14 for HF, the gas emission increases with increasing poling voltage and saturates if the voltage is held constant as to be expected if the ions are generated electrochemically during poling. Besides that, immediately after switching to zero voltage
an additional amount of gas is liberated. The origin of this so called zero-field-emission can be elucidated from the comparison of its time development with the polarization distributions measured after poling as shown in Fig. 15. The larger the distance between the polarization maximum and the permeable electrode through which the gas leaves the sample is, the more delayed is the peak of the zero-field emission. Therefore the source of the zero-field-emission must be the polarized region and it can be concluded that it results from the detrapping of ions from shallow traps and subsequent gas formation and diffusion.

Additionally to HF, hydrogen (H\(_2\)) and fluorine (F\(_2\)) gas are created during poling of PVDF at the negative and the positive electrode, respectively [28]. A detailed analysis of the gas emission data shows that the H\(_2\) and F\(_2\) gas emission is a result of the electrochemical creation of H\(^+\) and F\(^-\) ions and their transport during poling. The strong formation of HF during poling [35] which was also found in some independent measurements [36] can be attributed to a zipper-like chain reaction at the polymer chain catalyzed by F\(^-\)ions [37, 35]. The polyene sequences resulting from this reaction can be detected using raman spectroscopy. This is evident from the growth of two raman lines around 1515 cm\(^{-1}\) and 1118 cm\(^{-1}\) with increasing poling strength in Fig. 16.

Poling PVDF in high electrical field the injected homo charges are only sufficient for the initial compensation at the sample boundaries. The resulting additional production of HF during poling possibly provides the excess of H\(^+\) and F\(^-\) ions necessary to develop a neutralization of all polarized crystallites in the sample interior.

**IV Summary**

From a series of experimental results revealed within the last 15 years we obtained evidence that the injection of ionic space charge plays the dominant role for the stabilization and in some cases also for the formation of polarization in PVDF. Particularly, charge trapping at the boundaries of the polarized crystallites is the essential mechanism for polarization stabilization. This indicates, that both, homocharges and heterocharges (dipoles) are important in their respective ways for the piezoelectricity and related effects in the polymeric electret PVDF.
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